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1.   UST security queried in the wake of a robbery at a student hall
          Wah Kiu Yat Po (3/6) carried a special feature on the robbery at
          UF Hall III on 25/5. The paper reported that a female student was
          bound and gagged by an intruder inside her room. The man took some
          cash and property before escaping. The student later untied
          herself and filed a report. The paper noted that the victim later
          put up a big character poster to express her dissatifaction with
          the university's security. The paper added that both SAO and EMO
          had replied to her complaint. The paper also quoted a UST
          spokesman saying that the university management was very concerned
          about the incident and extra measures had been taken to further
          strengthen the security measures. The spokesman reiterated that
          UST had a very strong security system. Even the police officers
          investigating the case were satisfied with the system.  In a
          companion article, the paper noted that a reporter who probed
          different ways of entering the university building was stopped by
          security guards every time.

2.   Dr Leonard Cheng of Finance and Econ. talks about the MFN and the
     Chinese economy
          TVB interviewed Dr Cheng on this topic for their morning financial
          news programme (25/5).
          Three papers, including the Express (26/5), Sing Pao (18/5) and
          Sing Tao Daily (18/5) also reported that Dr Cheng talked about
          this topic at a conference held at CUHK on the development of
          Chinese economy.

3.   Dr I-Hsun Ni of Biology talks about shark attacks in HK
          Dr Ni was interviewed by TVB's morning programme (2/6) on the
          topic. (A man died after being attacked by a shark off a Sai Kung
          beach on 1/6.)

4.   UST present seminar on 17th Century
          Our press release on this seminar (18 - 21/5) was picked up by
          Sing Tao Daily (27/5) and Wen Wei Po (24/5). HK Economic Journal
          (27/5) also mentioned the seminar in a minor feature.

5.   Prof Sheridon Titman and Dr Eric Chang of Finance & Econ. talk about
     the Chinese financial market in transition
          HK Economic Journal (26, 27, 28/5) carried a 3-part article
          written by Prof Titman and Dr Chang on this topic.

6.   A personal profile on Mr Yip Kin, a UST physics student
          Ming Pao (26/5) carried a personal profile on Mr Yip who  recently
          won a pretigious Rhodes Scholarship.
          (This information was covered in media review 19/93.)

7.   HK will continue to subsidise UGs and PGs from overseas
          Ming Pao (28/5) reported that the Executive Council had decided to
          continue subsidising UGs and PGs from overseas. The paper also
          quoted a UST spokesman revealing that UST had 33 FT and 2 PT
          overseas students. The spokesman added that through interaction
          with their counterparts from overseas local students would have a
          better understanding of foreign culture.

8.   UST is a member of the new Asian Technology Transfer Association
          In an introduction on the Association, Ta Kung Pao (26/5)
          mentioned this fact.



          (Information about the Association and VC/P's appointment as its
          chairman was covered in media review no. 19/93.)

9.   Dr Lewis Lu of Finance & Econ. talks about the stock markets in
     Shanghai and Shenzhen
          HK Economic Journal (26/5) carried an article on this topic co-
          written by Dr Lu.

10.  Hi-tech: key to economic development in China
          Both SCMP (19/5) and Huanan Jingji Journal (19/5) covered a
          conference organised by the International Herald Tribune and the
          International Chamber of Commerce. The papers also quoted VC/P
          saying at the conference that despite the close link between HK
          and China, HK could only play a small part in technology transfer
          to China as HK's expertise was in packaging, marketing and sales.
          However Taiwan could play a major role in this area.

11.  "Return of the natives"
          In a feature with the above title, Asian Wall Street Journal
          (24/5) noted that VC/P had lured more than 200 fellow ethnic
          Chinese academics from the U.S. to fill out his faculty at UST.
          The paper quoted VC/P describing this phenomenon as a "reverse
          brain trickle".

12.  UST will conduct two environmental research projects in China
          HK Economic Journal (18/5) reported that UST would jointly conduct
          these projects with Xiamen University and Zhongshan University
          respectively. Dr Y S Wong, Associate Director of Research Centre
          was interviewed about the projects.

Note:
This review is mainly based on newspaper clippings on UST received within
the week.  Enquiries and suggestions can be made to office of Public Affairs
(ext. 6305 or ext. 6306).  A set of the clippings is available in the
Reference Section of the Library (where items may be photocopied if
desired).  This review is for information only. All information recorded
here is as reported in the original articles. Names and terms are translated
from the Chinese as best we are able when official translations are not
immediately available. The only English dailies in HK are South China
Morning Post (SCMP) and the Standard.


